
Acclimation Kit for aquarium fish, corals and invertibrates.
Easily allows the aquarist to safely introduce animals to new enviroments and water conditions.
Slowlly introduces new tank water allowing fish or coral to gently acclimatatise - avoiding sudden shock, stress and possible death.
Especially important for delicate marine creatures.
Every aquarium will have different water conditions, some can be condiderably different from each other in relation to TEMPERATURE / 
SALINITY / PH / ALKALINITY / OXYGEN and waste levels - a sudden change in any of these can cause shock,  stress and often kill.
Fish and inverts that have been transported (even from the local fish store) will have already been stressed by being caught, handled and 
changes in shipping water chemistry.
Its always advisable to introduce new arrivals slowly - This apparatus allows you to slowly drip acclimate new water until parameters match.

Standard Contents:
3 meter hose line (easy cut with scissors to size) - Elbow connectors - Tap Valve (to adjust drip rate)
Syringe (to easy start the siphon) + FREE extra handy pipette (for adding and subtracting water manually in small amounts)

Tips:
• Dim room lights or partially cover bucket to avoid further stressing fish
• Keep noise and vibrations to a minimum
• Only handle animals when necessary
• Leave aquarium lights off for an hour or two after adding new arrival
• Handle corals with care - avoid touching fleshy parts if possible
• Some animals dont like exposure to air - these should be released under water (gorgonians / sponges)
• Get decent test kits! - We highly recommend igital salinity meters and Hanna checkers for marine tanks.
• Never add dirty shipping water to your aquarium
• Coral Dipping is optional and can cause stress to some animals - it should be only be done AFTER ACCLIMATION. 

New arrivals are paticularly susceptable to stress which can lead to disease - a seperate quarantine tank can be used where arrivals can be 
observed for several weeks before adding to the main display. Finally try to choose the hardiest known specimens and buy tank bred / aqua 
cultured where possible. Ensure you can meet the enviromntal and nutritional needs of any creature you intend to keep – correct lighting, 
special foods etc..do your reserach!

Instructions:
1) Assemble your aquamate as in diagram to suit your aquarium size.
2) Cut the line between the elbow connectors to fit snugly over side of tank, leave sufficient 
line submerged at both ends 3) Before cutting double check measurements - push fitting in 
firmly to avoid leaks. 4) Ensure line into acclimating container goes atleast half way in.
5) Place new arrival and all enough transit water to cover in bucket or tub and ensure end of 
tubing goes into this. Hook the rest of the tubing over the tank and secure, Open valve fully
6)Use the supplied syringe to start siphon - simply pull and wait for water to trickle through 
7) Adjust the tap valve to get desired flow rate For marine creatures we recommend slowly 
dripping water for around 30 minutes until condition is vessel match that of the aquarium
8) Close tap fully to stop water flow 9) Place fish or coral in its new home. Observe & Enjoy!

for more great products please visit www. aquacore.co.uk

Happy Fishkeeping!


